Originated by Alterman and Karal (AK) in 1968 as a domain-coupling technical algorithm, the generalized hybrid approach of wave injection is described by binding two subvolumes treated per partes by arbitrary wave-propagation methods. The generalized AK two-step procedure combines the source and path effects computed by one arbitrary method and local site effects computed by another (arbitrary) method using the first method's wavefield as input. The advantage of the approach arises from the fact that the connection between the methods keeps the formal wave-injection boundary perfectly permeable for the wavefield scattered by local structure and can be applied to a variety of hybrid formulations. This hybrid approach leads to more effective modelling of combined source, path and site effects (e.g. by multiple second-step computations with varying structure, using single first step input), thereby reducing computer memory and time requirements. The main innovation of the paper is the generalization of the boundary condition acting between two complementary subvolumes of AK hybrid wavepropagation methods.
also educational-the tailored implementation may be more difficult to understand than the general description that does not require a detailed knowledge of methods used in a particular combination, especially in cases where the wavefield injection is not fully theoretically justified, but implemented in a purely technical way.
The objective of this paper is twofold: (i) to generally formulate a condition on the boundary between the two complementary parts of the wave propagation volume and (ii) to discuss some specifics of implementation.
T H E M E T H O D

General conditions for linear elastic case
Let us consider two independent cases of 3-D-inhomogeneous linear elastic media B and C, respectively, extending in the full space (see Figs 1 and 2). The media B and C are identical except for a volume of finite dimensions (difference volume DV) completely encompassed by a surface called the excitation box, where intersection EB ∩ DV = ∅. General voluminal source S is formally represented by forces S in the elastodynamic equation. Let EB and S be identically positioned in both B and C medium, with respect to DV. Let u b be the displacement of the wavefield (called the background wavefield) due to the source S in the medium B, and u c be the displacement of the wavefield (called the complete wavefield) due to the (same) general source S in the medium C. We thus deal with two separated wavefields, which are generated by the same source but propagate in two different infinite media.
Both fields u b and u c are physical quantities satisfying the elastodynamic equations. These equations are identical outside the EB but may differ inside the EB if there are different material properties; that is,
L c = L b ≡ L outside the EB and on the EB
where L c (L b ) are linear differential operators and S is a source function, which depends on spatial variables and time (or frequency, if the eqs (1) and (2) are considered in the frequency domain). In general, the source has finite dimensions and the function S may be non-zero both outside and inside the EB (Figs 1 and 2 ). The symbol ≡ is used to denote definitions throughout the text. We assume that the displacement as well as the traction of both fields are continuous on the EB. Let us introduce an auxiliary quantity, called the scattered wavefield ( u s ), defined by the difference:
It is then possible to formally express a co-existence of two wavefields, so called hybrid wavefield, in the full space filled by the medium C (Fig. 3) : The scattered wavefield u s propagates in part of the 3-D infinite volume outside the EB (thus outside the DV, where medium C = B), and the complete wavefield u c propagates inside the EB. The discontinuity of the hybrid wavefield on the EB, where fields u b , u c and u s are defined for structure C, is equal to u b (4). While considering the co-existence of u c and u s in one medium (C), it is necessary to introduce boundary conditions for u c and u s on the EB. By subtracting (2) from (1) and taking into account (3) we get
outside the EB, assuming the background wavefield u b is known. In general, we do not have an equation for u s inside the EB because L c = L b if the media B and C differ inside the EB. The main idea of the hybrid approach is to solve first the eq. (2) [L b ( u b ) + S = 0] in the whole space in the medium B (Fig. 1) . The medium B is achieved by removing complex details from 'the real' medium C within the volume inside the EB. In practice, such a simplification would allow to use a less demanding numerical (or even analytical) method to evaluate the u b . The time history u b on the EB is saved. After that, the elastodynamic eqs (5) (L( u s ) = 0) outside the EB, (1) [L c ( u c ) + S = 0] inside the EB and boundary condition on EB (using already known u b ) are evaluated in medium C (Fig. 2) . Special numerical techniques can be applied to be able to model correctly the wavefield complexities in the medium C. In usual applications, S = 0 inside the EB and then L c ( u c ) = 0 is usually solved inside the EB. Outside the EB the sacttered wavefield would be again a solution to the elastodynamic equation, while identical source terms S in B and C media S would vanish (due to the subtraction). The temporally and spatially dependent discontinuity between the complete wavefield u c inside the EB and the scattered wavefield u s outside the EB is equal to the background wavefield u b . The boundary condition between u c and u s on the EB can be used to describe the boundary condition between the u s and the u c on the EB. Such a condition, representing the wavefield due to subtracted sources outside the EB, relates u c on the inner (positive) side of the EB with u s on the outer (negative) side of the EB. As the relation (4) is valid on the outside part of the EB and both u c and u b are continuous on the EB, we may write
The practical use of boundary condition on the EB in hybrid wavefield computation given by eq. (6), for example, consists of ability to evaluate an immediate value of u (known from u b computation- Fig. 1 ) and vice versa. The boundary condition on the EB for u c and u s , respectively, can be expressed by re-arranging (6) into a form
Wavefields u s and u c are evaluated simultaneously, typically by one method, outside and inside the EB, respectively. The background wavefield u E B b (due to source S) generates the u c and u s via boundary condition (7). This is exactly equivalent (in FD sense) to the original finite-difference formulation of Alterman & Karal (1968) (fig. 6 , eqs 35), where only displacements are used.
Since we take into account the linear elasticity only, the stress tensor σ s of the scattered field can be introduced as the difference between the stress tensors of the complete and background fields outside the EB. By analogy to displacement we can write for the stress tensor:
The difference between the traction T + c of the complete field to the positive side of the EB and the traction T − s of the scattered field to the negative side of the EB is then similarly expressed as:
because the traction of both the complete and the background fields are continuous on the EB. These conditions are identical to part of conditions written by Bielak & Christiano (1984) to bind wavefields in cases of a structure adjacent to a free surface and an absent structure, respectively. Our formulation, based on looking at the difference between wavefields of two independent cases, includes the possibility of a free surface intersecting the EB as a subset solution.
The background u b and complete u c fields are continuous in full 3-D volume, excited by the original source function S-see eqs (2 and 1), respectively. However, the hybrid field composed by both, u s outside the EB and u c inside the EB, hereafter denoted by u, is, in principle, discontinuous.
The EB does not impose any effect to u s because of linear rheology, when the scattered wavefield u s is perfectly separable from u c on EB. Hence the EB is perfectly permeable for the scattered wavefield u s . More generally: The EB is permeable for any wavefield linearly added to the u b solution according to actual linear rheology on the EB. Now let the generally discontinuous wavefield u be re-arranged as follows:
Then everywhere, excluding EB, u obeys the equation:
and
everywhere, including the EB. Hence we have an equation of motion for the discontinuous wavefield u with one boundary condition and one additional equation for u b .
Method overview and generalization
We can thus summarize (see also Fig. 3 ): We want to solve eq. (1); the difficult 'all-in-one' problem, involving both the source effect and effects of the heterogeneities inside the EB. Instead, in the first step, we solve the equation for the background field, with the source, but with a simplified heterogeneity. The background field time history only on the EB is needed further. Then, in the second step, we solve simultaneously the elastodynamic equation without sources for the scattered field outside the EB and the equation for the complete field inside the EB, and we couple these fields by means of the boundary conditions (6), (7) and (9). Note that the approach described in this section can be applied to all problems enabling the spatial decomposition by means of the excitation box with linear relations (5) satisfied outside the EB. Therefore, it is not necessary to deal only with the elastic rheologywe can use more general linear rheologies outside the DV, still being able to linearly separate L( u x ) = 0 and L( u c ) = 0 on the EB. Added to that, computation of the complete wavefield (or better, particle motion) inside the EB allows for use of general linear rheologies (even non-linear behaviour) inside the DV without loss of generality (see also Bielak & Christiano 1984) .
Replication test
As a special case for checking purposes, let the media in B and C be identical while computing the u b ( Fig. 1 ) and u c (Fig. 2) wavefields, respectively. Then complete wavefield
and the scattered wavefield
are called replication wavefields. Consequently, during the hybrid wavefield computation (Fig. 3) , the scattered wavefield u s computed outside the EB is zero by definition, and at the same time the complete wavefield u c inside the EB is equal to u b .
Practical application of the hybrid approach
Practically the hybrid method computation is subdivided into two steps: In the first step u b due to source S is computed in medium B and its values on the EB are saved. After that, in the second step, the complete wavefield u c is computed in the interior of the EB and u s outside the EB, all in the medium C. The advantage is that the volume of the second step can be truncated into a finite volume containing the EB and its close vicinity, typically without a strong impact on the complete wavefield. Hence the computational domain for this second step may be significantly reduced. From now on, by hybrid approach we mean a two-step technique that attempts to compute separately the background wavefield ( u b ; ). In the second step, the structure is added into the area of interest (inside EB, changing the structure to C). After that the saved background wavefield u E B b is used in 'implemented' boundary conditions on the EB to generate the wavefield as if it was entering the EB from outside. Consequently the u c and u s wavefields are computed.
For example, wave-propagation method used in the second step is applied in the whole volume to solve the elastodynamic equation by integration in time domain. The initial conditions for time T = 0: u c = u s = u b = 0. As given by eqs (10) and (11), u c is evaluated inside and u s outside of the EB. If the wavefield is evaluated on the EB (solving
b ) (eqs 3 and 7) to represent either boundary value for the u c inside the EB or u s outside the EB, respectively. Hence the wavefield u c propagates inside the EB and is equal to u b until it reaches DV. If the structure inside the DV is different from B, then u c = u b and such reflected u c propagates (besides other directions) to the EB where it is subtracted the u b (eq. 7) component and propagates outside the EB as u s . Hence u s is zero (eq. 7) until first reflection from local changed structure arrives from inside the EB.
Computation of the replication wavefields ( u c , u s ) in the second hybrid step is called a 'replication test'. It gives wavefield u c as being identical to the first step u b in the whole interior of the EB and zero u s in its exterior (see eqs 14 and 15)
For practical use it means that the structure of interest (the local structure) is to be always within the EB interior. Then the replication test of the hybrid method is the way to check the correctness of the wavefield injection. If the second-step structure is added to perform the computation, then the complete wavefield inside the EB is the same as if computed by the all-in-one method. At the same time, the scattered wavefield outside the EB is equal to the all-in-one finestructure wavefield minus the first-step (background) wavefield. For more details see chapters 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 of Opršal & Zahradník (2002) .
Implementations of the hybrid approach in literature
In principle, the two-step AK coupling allows for a combination of arbitrary methods suitable to compute the wavefield generation and propagation, for example FD, the discrete wave number (DW) method, the ray theory (RT) method, finite elements (FE) or analytical solution. Alterman & Karal (1968) , who used 2-D source wavefield (the first step) injection into the 2-D FD computation (the second step), were followed by a variety of approaches. Some of them were equivalent to AK, while others were just 'very close' to their principle.
In the following text we use SH and P-SV abbreviations for scalar and vector wavefields; and for example, DW-FD for using the DW in the first step and the FD in the second step of the hybrid computation. The dimension, type of wavefield and the method used are given respectively for some of the listed methods (e.g. '; 2-D P-SV DW-FD').
For equivalent formulation (eq. 6) combining various 1-D and/or 2-D methods see also: Kelly et al. (1976, 2d FD-FD) Fäh (1992) , Fäh et al. (1990 Fäh et al. ( , 1993 ; 2-D modal summation-FD).
While Fäh et al. (1994;  propagation from 3-D point source by modal summation -2-D FD) used the coupling at vertical line subdividing the 'source' and 'site' quarter spaces, Zahradník (1995) suggested the extension to envelope the site of interest inside the excitation box, hence reversing the approach of AK using their principle. Zahradník & Moczo (1996; DW-FD) and many others have followed (eqs 6-9): Robertsson et al. (1996;  Takeuchi & Geller (2003) , provided the analytic solution for an infinite medium is used in first step and use the conventional numerical operators (such as FD or FEM) are used in the second step of the hybrid computation (see also Takeuchi 1996) .
The following papers present the source box method with lineto-point source technique mapping the wavefield from 2-D to 2.5D, hence taking into account the spreading over 3-D space instead of 2-D space: Vidale & Helmberger (1987 , 1988 , Hatayama (2006) combines modal summation (Love and Rayleigh waves) and 3-D staggered grid FD (velocity stress formulation) but unlike, for example, the discontinuity on the border is applied only in velocities, not in stresses (L. Eisner, personal communication, 2007) .
The two-step approach applied in the 2-D FE modelling was developed theoretically for structure adjacent to the free surface by Bielak & Christiano (1984) , preceded by Herrera & Bielak (1977) , and further followed by Loukakis (1988) and Cremonini et al. (1988) , Gazetas et al. (2002) . Recently, their method was extended to the 3-D FE-FE hybrid modelling as DRM (domain reduction method) by Bielak et al. (2003) , Yoshimura (2003) , Yoshimura et al. (2003) , Yang et al. (2003) , Bielak (2005) , Faccioli et al. (2005) , Stupazzini et al. (2006) and Kontoe et al. (2008a,b) . Lecomte (1996) , Gjøystdal et al. (1998 Gjøystdal et al. ( , 2002 , Hokstad et al. (1998) and Lecomte et al. (2004) combined RT and FD (where RT is an asymptotic solution of the wave equation and 2-D FD can be elastic or acoustic). The FD is computed for a buried structure model and the scattered wavefield is then propagated to the free surface. The coupling technique, basically described in Lecomte (1996) , makes the coupling line non-permeable, however, it can be turned into the Alterman & Karal (1968) treatment by a simple additional operation to fulfil eq. (6). After that, not only the coupling line becomes permeable for the scattered wavefield (see Section 2.1), but the wavefield above such a horizontal line would be only scattered ( u s ; eq. 4) by definition and therefore its propagation to the free surface via RT would also be possible for an arbitrarily long excitation signal. Hence the RT-FD-RT technique of Lecomte et al. (2004) can be added to the group of methods describable by the Alterman & Karal (1968) principle.
Close to the AK method is the paraxial approach of De Martin et al. (2007) and Modaressi (1987) who use FD-FE, where the excitation field is extracted from FD by the paraxial approximation technique applied at the excitation boundary. The scattered wavefield is then absorbed at the boundary, again using the paraxial approximation. In principle, the absorbed wavefield may also be further propagated outside the complete wavefield area in a case of need. The disadvantage of paraxial approximation is lower accuracy in comparison with the AK approach, especially in heterogeneous medium whereas the FD-FD AK method is practically exact in terms of injection, producing only truncation, or possibly interpolation errors (see more in Section 2.5.3). However, the approach can also be applied inside Non-linear medium (Bamberger et al. 1986 ) where directly employing the AK method fails. The failure of directly using the AK method is due to the necessity to maintain time dependent discontinuity of the wavefield on the EB which is being added or subtracted from the so called scattered or complete wavefields, see (6).
Boundary conditions on EB
The second step of the hybrid computation evaluates by a single method hybrid wavefield composed of two different wavefields: the u c inside and the u s outside the EB. Both co-existing fields are continuous except for their border, the EB. The boundary condition between these wavefields is expressed by using the previously computed background wavefield and is the only source generating the hybrid wavefield. It depends on the actual method used as how to apply the quantities given in eqs (6)-(9). For example, for purely single-quantity methods, such as the displacement formulation (e.g. Alterman & Karal 1968; Moczo 1989; Opršal & Zahradník 2002) , choose the EB to be approximated by adjacent grid lines (gridpoints) of the FD grid. The two lines (for secondorder methods) are inside ( u c values) and outside ( u s values) the EB, respectively. The u b is recorded for gridpoints on both of these grid lines and then subtracted or added to the actually computed displacements needed by a FD stencil that is centered on one of the two adjacent grid lines. For instance, an FD computing u c is in the vicinity of the EB (centered inside the EB). Some of the stencil gridpoints, however, are situated outside the EB and have instant values of the u s . The instant values of u s at these points neighbouring the EB can be added the known values of the u b corresponding to an actual time t. It can be expressed by differentiation of the eq. (7, left) as u
, where GPIEB, GPOEB means 'gridpoint inside the EB' and 'gridpoint inside the EB', respectively. It appears after some algebra (not shown here) that the above mentioned application of the displacement discontinuity In cases of stress-velocity FD formulations, the velocity and stress discontinuities are used (e.g. .
Quantities additionally required by a given hybrid method (e.g. in DW-FD (staggered) or FE-SE template), but not stored as the background field, can be computed from the background field by using known rheology and background structure. For example Hatayama (2006) applies the discontinuity only in velocities, not in stresses that can be computed from the known background and complete velocity wavefield, rheology, and structure. However, the accuracy of such an approach can be affected. It was also applied in Loukakis & Bielak (1994) , where the need to store the traction discontinuities (Bielak & Christiano 1984 , also effective forces in equivalent source approach of Faccioli et al. 2004) can be avoided by storing discontinuities at the belt between soil and structure (Bielak 2005 ). We do not go into details of particular implementations of the AK method by various authors since it is beyond the scope of this paper.
The ) computed at the first step in whole volume is saved on the EB. In the second step, the EB-saved (u b ) then fully represents the wavefield from the first step. The complete (u c ) and scattered (u s ) wavefields are both computed in the second step inside and outside the EB, respectively. from Section 2.1. Let wavefields u b (Fig. 1), u c (Figs 2 and 3) , and u s (Fig. 3) be solutions to the same elastodynamic equation. Then
the background wavefield at EB is expressed as displacement discontinuity
Hooke operator gives rheology binding stress tensor σ with displacement (λ and μ being Lamé elastic coefficients):
whereĪ is identity tensor and
Displacements and stress tensors at the EB can be written u
, i ∈ {c, s, b}. The traction discontinuity at the EB writes:
inserting eqs (19) and (17) into (20):
where n is the normal vector to the EB boundary pointing into the interior of the EB (Fig. 4) . After using (18) in (21) we get the traction discontinuity at the EB expressed by the known background displacement:
Eqs (17), (20) and (22) express the EB boundary conditions (here for the isotropic elastic medium). Again, there is no difference between the use of u, u, ü in eq. (17) nor in eqs (20)- (22) where T would have a meaning of Ṫ , and T , respectively. It is in order to consider gradient of the background wavefield (such as ∇ u E B b ) on the EB because u b is defined everywhere in the first step. If an interface (including the free surface) intersects the EB then the gradient can be understood either in the sense of a limit of a smooth medium, or a in a sense of a distribution. In practical use, it is trivial to record, during the first step of hybrid computation, all that is needed for the second-step computational method-for example, recording the values of the u b at neighbouring FD gridpoints to get ∇ u E B b .
choice of EB
The EB is typically chosen to encompass the local structure of interest with minimum voluminal requirements. Then the outside of the EB with further interfaces and inhomogeneities is usually truncated to minimize the computer memory and time requirements, and only the necessary volume is left for transparent boundaries or dampers.
The use of the cropped model (in the hybrid computation) limits the interactions between the inserted second-step local structure and the outer medium to the interaction with the contents of the incoming background wavefield u b -this wavefield may include, for example, surface waves and body waves influenced by the source, path and 3-D structure around the EB. As for the multiple reflections of scattered wavefield u s between the inserted local structure inside the EB and the regional structure outside the EB, it can be modelled by enlarging the second-step computational model to include the outside structure (see e.g. Opršal & Zahradník 2002) . This also puts a constraint on the 'independence of the second-step results on the first step model' (Opršal & Zahradník 2002, section 6.2.2, fig. 8 ) to cases with weak or smooth inhomogeneities, including cases when the outside structure is not present due to truncating the model to reduce computer memory requirements.
numerical accuracy and replication test
The replication test allows us to check the binding approximation and consistency between the background ( u b ) and hybrid ( u s , u c ) wavefields. In the case that the binding is in order (conditions applied correctly), it allows us to see the difference in the nature of the u b wavefield (recorded in first step) on one side and both, u c and u s wavefields (computed in second step), on the other side. However, this does not mean that either of the wavefields are computed in a correct way in terms of wave propagation. For example, the FD-FD replication test, where u b and u c are both computed in the same 3-D inhomogeneous medium model, by the same FD method, and on a grid with the same design (time step, grid step, identical EB points in space and time) will provide a 'perfect' replication test with negligible errors.
In numerical applications, the thickness of the EB is non-zero to realize the boundary conditions in a straightforward way. It is limited by the design of the numerical approximation (e.g. FD template) and number of gridpoints per wavelength. For example, in FD second-order displacement formulation it is one-grid step thick (Opršal & Zahradník 2002) , in staggered grid fourth order it is two grid steps (three grid lines) for each of the components and these are staggered (for more see . However the background field can be (depending on the methods) computed exactly in the spatial and temporal points of the second-step FD grid design. That means that the FD-FD hybrid using the same FD method introduces only really minimal discrepancies shown in the replication test, where the complete wavefield relative error is less then 10 −7 in terms of amplitude. Approximately the same value of 10 −7 is given by the amplitude ratio between the scattered and the complete wavefields. In that sense the AK hybrid combination can be called 'perfect'. A combination of factors such as different wave propagation methods (ray-FD hybrid), different spatial and temporal coverage at the EB, different rheology/attenuation models and a different medium outside the EB may affect the accuracy. More details are given in Opršal & Zahradník (2002) .
The duration of the excitation should cover the whole part of significantly large energy waves or amplitudes arriving at the whole EB. In the case of direct ray propagation in homogeneous medium to the site from a point source, with a simple and short source time function, it is practically a short pulse. In the case of a shallow source and method providing surface waves it may require a longer excitation time (Opršal & Zahradník 2002; . Tapering and cutting off the low-amplitude P-wave part (starting excitation with S-wave arrival to the EB) or tapering a too lengthy excitation is a possibility to save the computation time (Opršal et al. , 1999 but abrupt cuts or too steep tapering may lead to artefact waves generated at the EB.
D I S C U S S I O N A N D C O N C L U S I O N S
The main result of this paper is a derivation of the condition common to a large group of methods given in Section 2.5. Eqs (6)-(9) describe a general boundary condition for the Alterman & Karal (1968) principle of wavefield injection, which is summarized by eqs (10)-(13). The eqs (10)-(13) describe the co-existence of the scattered (inside the EB) and the complete (outside the EB) wavefields, satisfying a single elastodynamic equation, while the boundary condition between these two wavefields is given by a discontinuity of the traction and displacement on the EB. At the same time that displacement discontinuity is equal to the background wavefield and satisfies the same elastodynamic equation on the EB.
The special or purely technical approaches are described by a common general condition on the wavefield injection boundary based on two independent wavefields and their difference. The condition is applicable to arbitrary combination of the two hybrid step methods based on the Alterman & Karal (1968) principle. The discontinuity between the scattered and complete wavefields can be naturally expressed by the displacement, stress or traction of the background wavefield applied in the equivalent approaches used so far. As a formal extension the main principle is describing both Bielak & Christiano (1984) and Alterman & Karal (1968) approaches.
The AK-principle based methods have a fully permeable excitation box (see Section 2.1) for the scattered wavefield, hence it can naturally propagate through the EB. The computed scattered wavefield is not 'hard prescribed' and is linearly separable, thanks to the known background wavefield, from the complete wavefield on the excitation box.
The AK method is directly applicable to linear problemsliterally the problem has to be linear outside and on the excitation box, where simple addition and subtraction of the wavefield is performed when implemented (see conditions 22 and 6). The demand for linearity outside the EB arises from the fact that only the scattered wavefield is computed outside the EB in the second step and thus its non-linear interaction with the background wavefield is not possible. The model inside the excitation box may be non-linear because the computed wavefield is complete (u c ) there.
Advantages of the AK method can be summarized as follows. Since the general description given in (6), (20) and (22) does not limit the use of actual implementations, we believe that it also can combine other methods because the boundary condition, as it is, can be expanded to a zone-description (e.g. Bielak et al. 2003) . As mentioned in Opršal & Zahradník (2002, section 3.1.2.2.) , the condition virtually means a 'maintenance' of time-dependent discontinuity between the complete and scattered wavefields (being time-dependent as well), called the background wavefield, on the excitation boundary. The same philosophy dates back to work by Herrera & Bielak (1977) who established conditions for traction and displacement discontinuity at the soil-structure interface adjacent to free surface, and is continued in Bielak & Christiano (1984) , Cremonini et al. (1988) and Bielak et al. (2003) .
In a general case, the medium at the excitation boundary (and its vicinity; for example one grid step in second-order FD use) always has to be linear to be able to generally apply the AK method. Possible non-linearity at the excitation box may be avoided, for example, in the case when the excitation signal duration is very short and thus the background wavefield is already zero at the time when a scattered wavefield of significantly enhanced amplitudes of non-linear field travels through the excitation box. Lecomte (1996) and Lecomte et al. (2004) describe a similar situation while avoiding the reflection of the scattered wavefield by their excitation box formulation.
Some advantages of the AK method are:
(i) Computations of background wavefield generated by complex-source (finite-extend, dynamic) are performed separately from site-effects (complete wavefield).
(ii) Repeated computations of the second step in parametric study or waveform inversion. The excitation (background wavefield) is the same while model alterations are done for each of multiple second-step computations.
(iii) Source-site distance may be very large, the second-step model can be (depending on the situation) a very small fraction of the whole model and thus computation may be done up to engineering frequencies (Opršal & Fäh 2007, 0-12 Hz) .
(iv) The first step is typically computed for a relatively simple medium.
(v) Easy parallelization of (e.g. FD or FE) second-step computations.
(vi) Reducing computer memory and time requirements (vii) Relatively small values of the scattered wavefield (computed outside the EB, practically equal to zero in a successful replication test) compared to the direct all-in-one incoming wavefield. Hence the spurious reflections from the absorbing boundaries are also smaller.
(viii) Relatively simple implementation of canonical excitations like planar or spherical wave of arbitrary incidence angle and polarization.
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